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Welcome to R4 Solar — a public power, utility-scale, community solar project powered 
by Central Municipal Power communities in Blue Earth, Granite Falls, Janesville, Kasson, 
Kenyon, and Sleepy Eye. Now, through R4 Solar, you can buy a subscription to match a 
percentage of your energy needs from solar panels and receive a credit offset in 
proportion to the energy produced. 

R4 Solar is exclusively available to you and other utility customers who seek a 
price-competitive and hassle free way to enjoy solar energy and practice environmental 
stewardship. The four R’s of R4 represent your utility’s practices that “Are For” utilitizing 
sources of renewable energy, reducing unnecessary energy use, respecting the 
environment, and repeating steps toward responsible energy practices. 

So come join us. Look inside to see how you can get involved in generating energy from 
solar rays! And, learn more at (www.cmpcs.org/renewables).

The R4 Solar program is developed by Central Municipal Power Agency/Services 
(CMPAS - pronounced “compass”) and is offered through its Central Municipal Power 
Community Services (CMPCS) division.

CMPAS serves as Kasson Public Utilities’s joint power agency and helps municipal utilities 
identify strategies that minimize wholesale power costs, manage future risks, and maintain 
stable and competitive rates. Operating as a municipal, consumer-owned, non-profit, the 
project-based agency provides planning, procurement and consultative advice for power 
supply, transmission, energy market, and related electric utility services.

The CMPCS division works collaboratively with utility members to offer community-based 
conservation, energy efficiency, and green programs— like R4 Solar — that help city 
residents and business owners save energy and reduce their carbon footprint. R4 Solar 
is available to you — as a customer of a participating utility — as a shared, 
price-competitive, hassle-free alternative to installing traditional rooftop solar panels on 
your home or business.

CMPAS currently serves 48 percent of its 12 members’ 
energy needs from carbon free resources including 

hydropower, wind, nuclear and biogas. 



 R4 Community Solar Subscription Benefits and Cost

Hassle Free       More Affordable than Rooftop Solar
 
Achieve Environmental Stewardship     Reduce Carbon Footprint
Hedge Price Increases

Behind the Numbers
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Subscription Scenario Examples

1 solar panel = 500 kWh/year = $42.50 annual fixed cost

Theoretical Range
for the Average
Wholesale Price

Credit Offset

Solar Premium

$.04 $.08$.06 $.10

$20 $50$30 $40

$22.50 $12.50 $2.50 $-7.50

R4 Solar subscriptions give local electric customers access to a shared community resource that offers a 
price-competitive, hassle free alternative to rooftop solar systems. While delivering the same environmental 
benefit, the R4 community solar project involves economies of scale and siting advantages that significantly 
lower the costs of generating electricity from solar resources.

By subscribing to community solar, customers can easily reduce the carbon footprint associated with their 
electric consumption. For every solar subscribed kilowatt-hour, one less kilowatt-hour is needed by the local 
utility from the energy market that mostly consists of conventional fuel sources. If wholesale energy market 
prices escalate, consumers can also hedge themselves from corresponding rate increases.

R4 Solar Subscriptions start at $42.50 per panel annually in order to receive credits to offset energy 
consumption. This subscription price covers the proportional share of the annual fixed costs associated 
with each panel.

If customers want to buy subscriptions to match their energy use, they can refer to their billing statements for 
the previous 12-month period or contact their local utility for information to help determine the level of 
subscriptions to purchase.

For guidance, you can take into account that the average MN residential customer annually consumes 
about 9,144 kilowatt hours (kWh). Knowing that one solar panel produces about 500 kWh on average a 
year, a customer could match their electricity consumption by purchasing subscriptions to 18 panels for $765 
(18 x $42.50).

In exchange for the $765 payment, the subscriber receives monthly credit offsets that reflect the panel’s energy 
production and the energy market price. Based on 2016 prices of $.06/kWh, the annual estimated credit offset 
is $30 a panel or subscription. Although the price per panel is fixed, the credit offset that subscribers receive 
will vary based on the amount of energy produced and energy market prices.

Credit offsets for the energy produced by R4 Solar
will vary based on production and the wholesale
market value for energy. In the event the average
wholesale energy market price increases, a 
subscriber’s annual estimated offset could increase
as shown in the chart.

For instance, if the average market price increased
to $.10/kWh, a customer would receive a credit 
payment of $7.50 beyond the initial $42.50 
subscription payment per panel. However, since 
2008, the average wholesale price in the Midwest 
has held steady in the $.04 - .06/kWh range.



Reduce. Practice conservation and energy 
efficiency first. When considering solar, remember 
that reducing consumption is the most cost-effective 
way to reduce your carbon footprint. To obtain 
energy efficiency rebates and information go to 
www.customers.myenergysavings.org.

How to Participate

STEP 1

Select. Determine your subscription amount by 
using the chart. To do so, multiply your subscription 
level by the annual fixed price of $42.50 per panel 
to calculate your subscription amount. The total 
cannot exceed 100 percent of your average 
annual electricity consumption.

STEP 2

(A solar panel produces approximately 500 kWh annually on average.)
(In 2015, the average Minnesota residential customer consumed approximately 9,144 kWh.)

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION PER
PANEL = $42.50

Complete. Request a subscription application
and contract agreement from your utility and
return them to your local utility.

STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5

Re-enroll. Renew your R4 solar energy 
subscription(s) on a voluntary basis every July 1. A 
pro-rated subscription(s) can begin at any time of 
the year; however, all subscriptions end on June 
30. Please note that payments for the solar energy 
produced from the project could change from year 
to year depending on the average energy market 
prices for the preceding year.

STEP 6

ANNUAL FIXED PRICE PER
PANEL = $42.50
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Pay. Make your subscription payment to the 
utility for the amortized, pro rata share of the   
fixed costs associated with the community solar 
project’s installation.

Continue. Pay your utility bill for the energy 
consumed each month at your home or business 
and receive credit offsets on your monthly bill for 
the proportional share of energy produced by the 
panel. The annual estimated offsetting credit 
assumes a wholesale market value of $.06 per 
kWh = $30/panel/year.

NUMBER OF SOLAR PANELS TO OFFSET ENERGY USE

Energy Use Displaced

Lorem ipsum



 Frequently Asked Questions
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Kasson Public Utilities
401 5th Street SE

Kasson, MN 55944
CALL US: 507-634-7071

What is Community Solar?
R4 Solar is a voluntary program that allows residential 
and commercial utility customers to purchase 
subscriptions to a shared, community-based solar 
resource. In return for purchasing a solar subscription 
that represents your energy needs, you’ll receive an 
offsetting bill credit signifying your subscription's 
production. The R4 Solar program is offered through a 
partnership between your public power utility and 
Central Municipal Power.

Why Community Solar?
Economies of scale provide community solar projects
with significant cost advantages over rooftop solar
installations. As a result, community solar provides a
price-competitive and hassle free alternative to 
installing solar on a rooftop.

How Does Community Solar Work?
Any interested residential or commercial customer of a
participating CMPCS utility can sign-up for a 
subscription to R4 Solar. The subscription fees cover 
the proportional share of the fixed costs associated
with installing the R4 Solar project for the community.

How much does Community Solar cost?
Despite economies of scale, siting advantages, and
the drop in the solar panel costs, community solar
projects still require a premium when compared to
other market sources of energy. The subscription cost
for R4 solar recovers the fixed costs of the project.

For guidance, you can take into account that the 
average MN residential customer annually consumes 
about 9,144 kilowatt hours (kWh). Knowing that one
solar panel produces about 500 kWh on average a
year, a customer could match his or her electric
demand by purchasing subscriptions to 18 panels for
$765 (18 x $42.50).

How are credit offsets determined?
The annual estimated offsetting credit is based on the
wholesale energy market value. In 2016, the average
market price was $.06/kWh and equals a credit
offset of $30 for each panel subscription. 

Why Participate in Community Solar?
Despite higher costs, customers choose to participate
in community solar for environmental stewardship
reasons. By participating in a community solar project,
customers help reduce the carbon footprint associated
with their electric consumption. For every solar 
subscribed kilowatt-hour, the local municipal utility
purchases one less kilowatt-hour from conventional
fuel resources in the energy market. Furthermore, a
community solar subscription can help subscribers 
hedge against future electric price increases.

How Do Community Solar Costs Compare to
Rooftop Solar Installations?
The shared nature of community solar programs
typically allows for significant economies of scale and
siting advantages for the solar panels. These 
advantages provide a price-competitive and hassle 
free alternative to traditional rooftop solar systems.

Who Owns the Panels?
The municipal utility owns title to the project and, as a
subscriber, you would receive a credit on your utility
bill proportionate to the size of your subscription.

Do I receive Solar Tax Credits?
Since community solar participants are not title
holders, they do not qualify for investment tax credits.
However, the value of the investment tax credit is
reflected in the subscription price.

What Happens If I Move?
If you move to another home within the municipal 
utility’s service territory, then you keep the solar 
subscription. If you move outside of the service 
territory, it can be assigned to another subscriber. 

Central Municipal Power Agency/Services
529 S Grove Street

Blue Earth, MN 56013


